HPE Nimble Storage dHCI - InfoSight integration

OUR SENIOR PRE SALES ARCHITECT MARC BINGHAM EXPLAINS INFOSIGHT INTEGRATION
In my earlier posts on our beta test at Cristie Data of the new HPE Nimble Storage Disaggregated Hyper-converged
Infrastructure or dHCI, I talked about how easy it is to deploy dHCI and get a complete virtualisation stack up and running
in just a few clicks. In this article I’m looking at the deep integration it has with HPE InfoSight.
In order to make sure this doesn't turn into a weighty tome, I'm assuming that you know what HPE InfoSight is. I'm also
assuming that you think that in-depth analytics and deep integration with HPE Support is a good thing, and that AI based
machine learning being put to work in the data centre can help radically simplify how we resolve issues and plan for future
growth. If you do need a primer for HPE InfoSight, take a look at Calvin Zito doing his thing over on YouTube or check out
my previous blogs on dHCI.
Picking up from where we left off - we had our dHCI stack up and running, and had got to grips with the fabulous vCenter
Server plugin. We saw all the pretty graphs and the excellent configuration checks. Now we need to let the AI loose on it!
HPE dHCI collects millions of data points about the whole virtualisation stack, every few seconds, via that vCenter
plugin. It collates this data and sends it off to the InfoSight systems. Customers can access the HPE InfoSight portal
at http://hpe.infosight.com

Show me the toys
So, what can the user see when they've got the dHCI
stack plumbed into HPE InfoSight? Longstanding HPE
Nimble storage customers will notice two new sections in
the picture below. We now have brand new sections for
Compute and Solution.

Clicking through the Solution section we're presented with a "cluster view" of the dHCI solutions we have access too.
You may have more than one dHCI cluster so this top-level view shows each cluster and some headline figures on the
resources in that cluster, along with their current usage.
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Clicking through the name of the cluster, in our case
"PSDEMO", takes us to a much more detailed view of that
cluster. This page looks great on a larger screen but may
not translate very well to smaller screens. I'll take you
through the various sections and put close up pictures as
we go.
Essentially this screen is broken down into four main
areas. Virtualisation, Compute, Storage and Wellness.
Each area provides a wealth of real-time information
which is clear and easy to understand, with actual, usable
information being presented. Let's go through these areas
in turn.

Virtualisation
This first area gets straight to the detail a VMware admin
needs to see first. It shows us what the admin really cares
about: how much of my virtualisation resources are being
used; which are my busiest VMs; and are any of them
experiencing latency? We clearly see a list of hosts in the
top left corner. At the time of writing, a single dHCI cluster
can support up to 20 hosts so there is room for the list to
expand. Each line shows us, via the green lines, how much
CPU and RAM is being consumed on average on each
host. The host name is clickable and goes into more detail
on each host. More on that later.
On the right-hand side, we can see our top five busiest VMs in terms of total I/O on average, and below that, the top five
busiest VMs in terms of average latency. These green bars change to red if there's an issue. For example, if a host uses
too much RAM, or if a single VM's latency creeps over 5m/s. Again, the VM name is clickable and takes us to the page
containing far more detail about that individual system.

Compute
What can I say about this section that isn't said by the
picture? We clearly see the count of physical CPUs we
have in the cluster, which is kinda helpful, but I think a
core count might have been more useful here. We also
see CPU ready time summarised as a percentage. If this number gets too high, I expect this to change to an angry red.
Below, we see usage bar with CPU GHz counted as a percentage. I think there's a minor bug there because that should
be 60GHz of total GHz available to the cluster, not six! To the right, we see total RAM resources available and counters
displaying the amount of memory swapping and memory ballooning we're experiencing in our cluster. Finally, we finish
off with a bar showing total RAM usage in the cluster as an average over the last six hours. Excellent!
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Storage
Just below the compute section there are key details
about the storage usage. Here we see the amount of data
actually being stored on disk, versus the total capacity
available, the amount of free space, and a very 3Paresque circle graph showing the usage as a percentage.
To the right, we have some headline figures, detailing
the efficiencies we're achieving thanks to space saving
techniques such as compression, deduplication, white
space removal and clones. Hovering over that gives
us a pop-up sprite that goes into further detail on the
breakdown.

Wellness
This Wellness section is one of my favourites. From here
we get a nice clear view on where any issues are in our
stack. As you can clearly see from the picture, we have a
nice happy storage platform, but my servers are having
some issues, and the traffic light system is making it
absolutely clear which ones should be addressed first.
Let's click through the critical alert and see what we have.
The screenshot below takes us to the Wellness summary
screen which shows us which host is experiencing
issues, what severity the issues are classed as and, if we
click the little down arrow, we get advice on what the
issues are and how to resolve them. The details below
here are fantastic. They give detailed explanations of
the issue along with links to knowledgebase articles on
either the VMware, HPE, or
Nimble websites, along with
direct links to downloads or
other documentation. For
example, the iLO firmware
recommendation not only
details why the firmware should
be upgraded but where to get
the newest version and how to
install it. Brilliant!
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Individual server summary screen
If we click through on the serial number of the server,
we can see that the dHCI is talking directly to the HPE iLO
API. It's pulling information directly from the hardware
and is displaying it all on screen in a single display view.
Not only can we see what hardware is installed but
also what version of firmware is running, if there are
any hardware alerts, and even iLO event logs. As you'd
expect, the various icons change colour as issues arise
and are resolved.

Support
Longstanding HPE Nimble storage customers are fully aware that if something like a hard drive fails, then the array reports
back to InfoSight automatically. In doing so, a support ticket is automatically created and a new replacement drive is
automatically shipped to the installation site. Once the replacement drive is installed, the array reports back and the ticket
is automatically closed. As you can see from the screenshot above, this can now be extended to a server. Items such as a
power supply, CPU, fan, or even NIC card can all be diagnosed and troubleshooted directly - and via automation. This level
of automation is absolutely the standard that customers now expect. Heck, my car tells me when my tyres are low or if I
need a service, why shouldn't my infrastructure?
I could show you more from the InfoSight portal but there's now so much in there that I should have made a video!

Finally
As a Gold Hybrid IT Partner, Cristie Data was delighted to be asked to beta test the dHCI stack for HPE. It's been an
absolute pleasure getting to see beneath the hood and I think it's a great product. We're certainly seeing a huge amount
of interest in it.
With Nimble, 3Par, StoreOnce and now ProLiant, Synergy and C7000 Blades all reporting into the HPE InfoSight
portal, we're starting to realise the true potential of what this technology can do. Keep your ears to the ground for
upcoming additions to InfoSight such as Simplivity (announced at HPE Discover), and product sets like FlexFabric
and StorFabric too.

For more information about HPE dHCI or to discuss your
IT Infrastructure requirements call the team at Cristie Data
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